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Abstract
Recognizing and nurturing all the varieties of human intelligences is essential for exploring the talents of students and enabling their identification of multiple intelligences. Studies have suggested that eliciting the maximum potential of intelligences leads to students' success in their academic and future careers. The literature has shown that incorporating active learning into the teaching and learning of moral education to develop multiple intelligences is limited. Accordingly, this study aims to discover the various intelligences that exist among moral education students through the active learning method. Active learning implies that all learners are provided with time and assistance to realize their potential. In this regard, multiple intelligence theory is used as the theoretical framework for defining, understanding, developing, and estimating the various intelligences that students have. The research design for this study is the qualitative method. A total of fourteen students from two schools were chosen as research participants. Data were collected through observation, focus group interviews, and journal entries. These findings reveal that using the active learning method in moral education can develop students' verbal linguistic intelligence, logical–mathematical intelligence, musical intelligence, spatial intelligence, bodily kinesthetic intelligence, intrapersonal intelligence, interpersonal intelligence, and naturalistic intelligence. Integration and internalization of the eight intelligences into active learning holistically will shape the personality and character of students in social life.
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1. Introduction
All educators have the responsibility for creating a positive learning environment that provides learners with sufficient opportunities to practice, using the new knowledge and skills that they have gained. At the same time, educators need to cater for the different intelligences of learners (Gardner, 2008, 2011; Koksal Akyol, 2018). Meanwhile, the moral education curriculum encourages students to participate actively in the teaching and learning process. Active and interactive student participation in teaching and learning will give students the opportunity to ques-
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Incorporating active learning into moral education to develop multiple intelligences: A qualitative approach, communicate, and interact with each other while giving and sharing opinions and ideas (Carr, Palmer & Hagel, 2015). Among the teaching and learning strategies proposed in the moral education curriculum is active learning. Hence, teachers need to design and provide learning experiences in an active learning climate to foster a variety of student intelligences (Malaysia Ministry of Education, Standard Curriculum and Assessment Document, Moral Education, Form 2, KSSM, 2016).

Active learning consists of "instructional activities involving students in doing things and thinking about what they are doing" (Bonwell & Eison, 1991, p.28). Approaches that promote active learning focus more on developing students' skills than on transmitting information to them. They also tend to place some emphasis on students' exploration of their own attitudes and values. For Freeman, et al., (2014), active learning engages students in the process of learning through activities (reading, writing, and demonstrating) or discussion and making presentations in class as opposed to listening passively to an expert. “It emphasizes higher-order thinking and often involves group work” (p.82).

The aim of the new moral education curriculum (KSSM) is to enable all learners to achieve the maximum potential of their intelligence (Nurulwahida & Ahmad Azman, 2014). According to Gardner (1993), intelligence is "the ability to solve problems or fashion products that are of consequence in a particular cultural setting or community" (p.15). He suggested that individuals differ in their intellectual strengths and weaknesses, and a teacher or coach, to optimize the teaching and learning environment, must be able to identify and teach these abilities by using a variety of highly correlated activities (Gardner, 1999). In other words, the teacher or coach should teach with a range of instructional strategies that cover the different abilities of the students, and providing numerous varied experiences is a critical component of helping students to become morally educated individuals (Malaysia Ministry of Education, Standard Curriculum and Assessment Document, Moral Education, Form 2, KSSM, 2016).

Active learning in moral education will enable students to understand their roles and responsibilities as effective members of various social groups, such as family, school, friends, the local community, religion, and national and global groups (Azid, Yaacob, & Abdullah, 2016). This is because active learning involves the participation of students in the process of hands-on and mind-on learning. Through this learning, pupils will be given the opportunity to develop their skills and values as well as to become a comprehensive human (Carr, Palmer & Hagel, 2015). There are various active learning activities and teaching strategies that can be used in the teaching and learning of moral education. Among them are small group discussions or activities such as brainstorming, role play, simulations, debates, and forums (Malaysia Ministry of Education, Standard Curriculum and Assessment Document, Moral Education, Form 2, KSSM, 2016).

In view of the foregoing, the focus of the present study is on examining the potential of active learning in discovering the various intelligences that exist among students of Form 2 moral education classes in secondary schools. Various active learning strategies, including face-to-face instruction with learning activities and online-mediated instruc-
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2. Method

a. Research Design and Data Collection

The research design for this study is the qualitative method. The reason for using the qualitative method is to gain a better understanding of the study phenomenon, as suggested by Creswell (2012). As a form of data triangulation, this study used multiple ways of obtaining qualitative data, as recommended by Bogdan and Biklen (2007). The three qualitative approaches used to collect data were classroom observation, interviews, and journal writing. The main method was focus group interviews, in which a selected group of students was interviewed to articulate their cognitive justification. Apart from that, students’ journals were analysed and interpreted to understand their multiple intelligence areas. Other sources of data, such as classroom observation, were also used to investigate students' intellectual strength.

b. Participants and Instrument

A purposive approach to sampling was undertaken by the researcher (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The choice of research informants was based on several considerations and criteria determined by the researcher himself (Richards & Morse, 2007). The informants of the study were Form 2 students. They consisted of male and female students who were Chinese, Indian, indigenous, and Iban. A total of fourteen students (seven male and seven female) from two schools were chosen as research participants for data collection purposes. Refering to Table 1. Instruments such as a classroom observation protocol, interview protocol, and journal writing protocol were used to collect relevant data. The content validity of the instruments was assured through comments and critiques from experts in moral education and active learning pedagogy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number of Students in the Class</th>
<th>Number of Students that make up Focus Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMK Sun</td>
<td>2 A &amp; 2B</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMK Moon</td>
<td>2 C &amp; 2D</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of students used to collect data 14

c. Data Analysis, Transcription, and Thematic Coding

After successful data collection, the collected data were transcribed with the use of a laptop and ear piece. The transcription produced twenty pages. The coding scheme was initially guided by the research questions, which provided the main themes and key coding (Braun and Clarke, 2006). The main focus was on the students' tendency to explore and learn best in learning activities in terms of multiple intelligences. The informants' responses from the three data sources were analysed to discover their intelligence profiles. Based on the analysis, repeated comparisons and similar ideas were integrated until major themes were established for the research question. The data coding pro-
duced eight main themes and twelve subthemes.

d. Study Procedure

The researcher used an active learning environment in moral education to implement the teaching and learning process. Each teaching unit in the Form 2 moral education textbook is planned and taught using active learning (Abdullah, Mokhtar, & Muniyandy, 2017). The instructors use Gardner's (1993) theory as a legitimate planning framework through which to offer students a variety of learning activities. Each lesson (topic) is designed and written in the daily lesson plan, which acts as a prototype and guide to teaching for the teacher. The teachers conduct one 90-minute lesson per week. Each lesson starts with set induction steps, lesson development, class activities, assessment, and closure and reflection.

The students are involved in various activities, such as simulations, group work, acting, drawing, debates, forums, games, and songs. The teacher isolates each 'intelligence' into particular activities. The instructors use all the activities to engage and foster specific intelligences. These activities are used to enhance the learning process by broadening the content of the moral education curriculum and stimulate the learning style that is the most appropriate for each individual. They include specified intelligences in specific lessons. The teachers also integrate active teaching with learning activities using online technology tools, such as online quiz activities like Kahoot! and Quizziz. Refer to Figure 1 to view the procedure for this study.

![Figure 1. Procedure](image)

3. Result and Discussions

Someone's intelligence and talent can be shown in various ways, their forms and expressions can make someone an expert in their field. Among these are expressions or expressions that someone uses to show their talents.

a. Word Smart

In this study, all the informants demonstrate the ability to use words effectively. The interview results show that students can read, discuss, make presentations, write, and read about the situation and moral dilemmas given as group assignments. Students can use appropriate words when creating a poem related to friendship and the value of friendship. The language used clearly demonstrates the attitude and morality of a friend in maintaining a friendship. First, some informants explained that:
When creating poems, we tried to use the best words for our poems to be interesting. Words like "I'm proud of being your best friend", "good luck", "thank you for understanding me", and "good heart" were used to create poems. This activity can apply the value of honesty, high concentration, and simplicity. We could also read and recite the poem well and with ease. In fact, we made innovation by making this poem in the form of a story. (Informants 2, 4, and 6).

Additionally, student journal entries and our observation show that activities such as crossword puzzles and replying to a friend's email can develop morally the verbal–linguistic talents among the participants. In support of the statements above on the strength of verbal–linguistic ability, informants 1, 3, and 10 expressed that:

In replying to e-mails from friends, I was able to write passionate words for my friends who failed in the exam. I used moral words like "must be diligent", "don't give up", and "rational" to my friend. This activity applies good values. I got first place in the crossword activity. I can guess words like "honest", "trust", "sincere", and "willing to sacrifice" as having a moral character. The characteristics of a moral person are necessary to establish good relationships with others. (Informants 1, 3, and 10).

The above responses show that students can demonstrate the ability to teach, read, write, and perform morally in the Malay language. They can talk about group-based teaching topics while providing good ideas using polite, civilized, and moral language. Students are able to recite poems well, create a poem about friendships, solve crosswords correctly, and write a dialogue of casting to resolve moral conflicts based on the given situation. This finding agrees with the study by Nwagu and Nwagu (2013), which claimed that the integration of multiple activities in students' learning increases their interest in and focus on learning. Activities like games, text comprehension, and creative writing enable learning to be meaningful.

b. Number Smart

Regarding talents in logical idea and mathematical skills, the interview results show that students can think logically and solve problems. Students can also design and give reasons, find relationships, and provide critical and creative responses. Students can provide logical reasoning in solving a problem. Informants 5 and 8 expressed the following:

Our group was required to plan and complete a model housing area that promotes unity and a neighbourhood. We first listed the reasons for unity and barriers in creating a neighbourhood spirit. Among the obstacles to creating unity in existing housing areas is the existence of walls or fences that separate one home from another. This assignment can explain the value of respect and cooperation. (informant 5).

Thereafter, we built a residential garden with no separating walls between one house and another. This facilitates the relationship between residents in a park and this facilitates unity and drives the spirit of the neighbourhood. This activity is able to explain the value of tolerance and awareness. (informant 8).

In addition, students' journal entries indicate that they can analyse a given problem before providing a logical solution. Informants 5 and 14 agreed that:

This activity really challenged my thinking. I can use empty water bottles to build a container for hydroponic plants. Before making a container for a hydroponic plant, I need to measure and cut the bottle properly. This process requires creative thinking (informant 5).

I was involved in the activities of building a solar system model that has eight planets that surround the sun. I first thought of using clay to build the eight planets. The ball of clay was so heavy and cannot be floated with a wire that is the axis of the planet. Fi-
nally, I used a lightweight ping pong ball to float with the wire because it was light. This activity facilitates the understanding of rational values. (Informant 14).

In support of the statement above, observation shows that students can think logically, systematically, and creatively in solving a problem. Students can engage in brainstorming to analyse a given problem. They can then record some suggestions given by colleagues, considering the causes, consequences, and ways to address those issues critically and using the logic of reason. Logical ideas and mathematical skills can be seen when they can solve a problem logically and creatively. The findings are in line with the studies by Gouws and Dicker (2011) and Nurli Fasni, Siti Fatimah and Syerli Yulanda (2017), who confirmed that learners become "cognitively active" in learning through a continual process of building, interpreting, discovering mathematical ideas, and reflective thoughts.

c. Picture Smart

Regarding talents in visual–spatial skills, the interview results show that students are able to think in the form of pictures and mental images about moral content. They are also able to learn through graphic images, mind maps, or thinking maps. All the participants can make a painting to express their thoughts and feelings morally using a computer. In addition, students are able to create three-dimensional objects. The interview results show that students have the advantage of becoming aware of or conscious about visual or spatial information. They can transform and modify this information and recreate visual images with interactive multimedia. Furthermore, informants 5, 7, and 8 expressed that:

We are assigned a task to produce a poster to give people the awareness of the importance of forests. The underlying value of this activity is belief in God and goodwill. My friends and me in the group first noted the importance of forests, such as rainfall, supplying oxygen and flora and fauna for habitats. After listing all of these interests, we began to figure out what things to draw, like trees, waterfalls, rivers, and plants and animals. We coloured these posters using watercolours and crayons (Informant 5, 7, and 8).

In the light of this, the results of the journal entries and observation also indicate that students are able to exhibit visual–spatial talents. They can realize or understand the concepts of vision and space well. Students can transform all abstract things into visual input forms. Informants 5 and 8 asserted that:

I presented the moral values from the story in the form of a mind map manually and using a computer. The teaching of moral values in the story was still in the abstract form, and I transmitted the information into a more concrete mind. While building a 3D model, a safe highway in the foothills, I first determined roads in the foothills and on sloping land. Forms of landscape, such as hills, forests, swamps, and coastlines, were built in the right position and in accordance with the physical land views. The roadside trails in the foothills differ from the road bends in lowland areas. This activity facilitates the understanding of rational values (Informants 5 and 8).

Accordingly, it is understood that the majority of the informants can demonstrate visual–spatial intelligence using technological and digital tools, such as Macromedia Flash and animation projects. They can interpret messages and information from video clips and documentary films about human moral attitudes. They can translate all abstract information into more concrete forms and make it visible. In addition, students can build 3D models from given situations and draw bar graphs and pie charts to present
information such as statistics on obesity using interactive multimedia and computer projectors. Thus, this study agrees with Denig (2004), Sultan, M.A., et al. (2016) and Schrand (2008), that these kinds of dynamic learning can be identified as what multiple intelligence theory calls visual–spatial intelligence.

d. **Music Smart**

The interview results from the informants show that the students have the ability to recognize sound and have high sensitivity to rhythm and melody. Students can also write lyrics and create pop and rap songs to reveal information. In addition, students can use song melodies from other cultures (Chinese, Malay, Indian, Kadazan, and Asli) to sing songs that they have created. For example, informant 12 explained that:

> We were assigned to provide information on healthy lifestyle practices, which relate to rational values and self-esteem. We presented in a song form all the information that we gained from the Moral Text Book, like personal hygiene, exercising, health screening, and eating balanced meals. A friend of mine played guitar as background music while our group performed a song. We sang rap and pop songs. We used the melodies and rhythms of a song from Indian culture (Informant 12).

Furthermore, journal entries from the participants indicate that they have some talent in music. Informants 11 and 14 expressed that:

> We were given the task of explaining the healthy heart without cigarette smoke to students. I used the heartbeat sounds, which I downloaded from YouTube as background music when I explained the importance of hearts to humans. In another task, we were assigned to describe the atmosphere of a cozy and attractive forest. While displaying the picture of the forest, we used animal sounds (animal noises), such as the chirping of birds, the noise of a bunch of monkeys, tiger sounds, snakes, wind, and the sounds of a group of elephants in the jungle as background music for a better impact (Informants 11 and 14).

The views of the informants and my observation show that students can demonstrate the ability to use musical instruments. They are able to recognize various types of sounds (various animal sounds), rhythms, and song melodies. They can sing songs and present the requested information in the form of choral speaking, pop songs, and accompanied by background music, such as drums and guitar. This finding is in tandem with the work of Coban and Dubaz (2011), and McCoog (2007) which indicated that a curriculum that incorporates technology expands pupils’ intelligence, such as their musical, linguistic, spatial, and intrapersonal intelligence.

e. **Body Smart**

The participants also show an ability to use their body to solve problems and communicate. Participants can demonstrate bodily-kinesthetic skills that relate to physical movement, body language, and how the body functions. Students have the ability to manipulate objects and use a variety of physical skills, including both gross and fine motor skills, to express their emotions and ideas to act and play games. In support of this, informants 9 and 13 reported that:

> We were given a situation to reprimand friends who always come late to school. Our group played (dramatized) the situation well. In our dialogue, we used polite words and we showed proper body language to express our good intention and carry emotion towards our friend who always comes late to school. In another activity, our group was asked to present information about the importance of exercise. We demonstrated the importance of exercising by demonstrating exercise for warmth, stretching, and games such as skipping and elephant jumps. (Informants 9 and 13).
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In addition, students' journal notes and the researcher's observation indicate that students have bodily-kinesthetic intelligence. Informants 6 and 9 stated that:

Me and my group produced a play titled self-responsibility and family responsibilities. We acted out ways to carry out responsibilities as parents, father, brothers, and sisters in a family. We recorded the acting and presented the recording of the acting in the classroom for viewing. This acting message was shared with friends in the classroom. In another activity, I and my team created a boria-style dance to present information about the importance of neighbourly life that will explain the value of respect. I practised for a week for this boria show. I first danced while singing. This was a new experience for me (Informants 6 and 9).

In a nutshell, this study found that students can demonstrate motor skills to express their emotions and ideas. They are very skilful in showing their physical movement and knowledge of the body. They can also translate abstract information and ideas and present them in the form of bodily movements. From their drama and dance performances, the audience can understand moral values such as accountability, affection, respect, and gratitude. This finding corroborates the studies conducted by Hui, Cheung, Wong and He (2011) and Koksal Akyol (2018), who concurred that drama as an active learning method enhances creativity and that the positive acquisitions of the participants in bodily-kinesthetic skills are remarkable. The kinesthetic skill of a student's body is one of the important factors in the cultivation of character and the formation of students' politeness in language (Kumar, 2017; Prayitno, H.J., 2019; Singh, Kumar, & Atreya, 2014).

f. Self-Smart

This study found that the participants show some intrapersonal strength, namely the ability to understand the power of self. The participants demonstrate the awareness of one's own desire and abilities through the teaching and facilitating of the activities implemented. The participants like to pursue their own interests and have the ability to understand themselves, their interest, and their goal. Specifically, informant 1 expressed his views on the reality of self-knowledge and self-image, stating:

I was assigned to write a script for our play. This activity created awareness of my strengths in that I can write a script. This activity applies value to self-esteem. After that, our group was asked to play in a forum theatre as an activity to expose the issue of a runaway child from home. I was assigned to be a Joker (moderator) for the group. This was the first time I played the role of a Joker. After taking on the role of a Joker, I realized my strength in that I could stand in front of my friends without any fear (informant 1).

Notes from the participants' journal entries also prove that they have intrapersonal intelligence. Informant 13 also reported that:

I became one of the debaters to support the topic of religious interest as a catalyst to develop human personality. I can speak with the facts obtained from the article in the newspaper. I know the power of argument through this activity. This activity can apply the value of trust in Almighty God (Informant 13).

Informant 14 said that:

I became a panel member in the forum activities that affected the cultural impact of hedonism on society. I looked for ideas on the Internet and gave my arguments. I am aware of my strengths in that I can process information to be discussed in the forums (Informant 14).

Thus, it is evident from this study that the respondents have intrapersonal intelligence. The observation results also show that
they are aware of their own feelings, strengths, ideas, values, and beliefs. Those involved with active learning can process information, formulate their ideas, and reflect on their learning. Activities such as a forum theatre and forums can facilitate their understanding of the values of self-esteem and high-level courage. This finding is in congruence with the research conducted by Armstrong (2014, 2016) and Gunduz and Ozcan (2016), who found that symbolic plays, debates, storytelling, and forums help students to develop their strength, trigger their confidence, and remain as a manifestation of intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligence.

g. People Smart

In the same vein, the participants show some potential in interpersonal skills. They demonstrate the capacity for person-to-person communication and relationships. They understand the intentions, motivations, needs, and desires of others and interact with them. They are capable of working effectively with others. Informant 12 expressed as follows:

Our assignment was to hold an activity interview with community members on ways to realize the concept of a caring society. Me and my group members conducted an interview with a teacher, a retailer trader, an entrepreneur, and a politician in society. We then played the recording of the interviews to teachers and students in the classroom. This activity is capable of applying responsible values, gratefulness, and courage (Informant 12).

The participants' journal entries also prove their interpersonal intelligence. Informant 10, who also supports other informants on the nature of interpersonal skills, said that:

I am directly involved in the activities of raising food for orphans and poor children at one orphanage in our place. Me and my friends pick up donations from school students to purchase essential items such as biscuits, sugar, milk powder, rice, and fruits. We hand over these materials to them. This activity can apply the value of love, cooperation, and honesty among students. (Informant 10).

In line with the above statements, the observation data also show that active learning can discover the interpersonal intelligence of the participants. Out-of-class activities, such as interviews, charity projects, and helping orphans and the poor can show the participants' ability to interact successfully with others. They enjoy caring for others and learning in cooperation with others. Such activities can facilitate the understanding of moral values, such as the values of thankfulness, kindness, love, and gratefulness. This finding is synonymous with the studies conducted by Yang (2010) and Diana (2015) who found that active learning enhances students' learning in class ability to adapt, and confidence in showing their feelings and demonstrates cooperative work with others.

h. Nature Smart

Evidence from the interviews conducted shows that the participants demonstrate the ability to understand and work effectively in the natural world. Informant 4 said the following:

We have used natural materials, such as dry leaves, tree branches, tree bark, mushrooms, and rubber seeds to make souvenirs. Recyclable materials, such as plastic bottles and cans, were also used to create a pencil and flower pot. This hands-on activity can apply rational values, simplicity, and love for the environment (Informant 4).

Journal entries also prove the naturalistic intelligence of the participants. According to informant 3:
Me and my group's friends were involved in taking pictures of interesting places around the school area. We captured some attractive, clean, beautiful, and green areas. We showed our collection through an LCD PowerPoint presentation to the class. This activity applies responsible values and belief in God (Informant 3).

Similarly, an informant described being nature smart in the moral class activity:

I was involved in taking pictures of all the insects and birds around the school area. We recorded (video recording) all the movements of insects, such as ants, moths, spiders, and bugs. We also recorded crows, cockroaches, and birds. We presented this video recording in the classroom. This activity also applies moral values, such as the value of tolerance and belief in God. (Informant 5).

As a synopsis, the observation also shows that participants can demonstrate their passion about caring for Mother Nature. Minds-on, hands-on, and heart-on activities, such as capturing photos, taking video footage, creating souvenirs from natural materials, and recycling items prove their ability and sensitivity to features of the natural world. This activity facilitates the understanding of moral values, such as a belief in God, responsibility, love, and simplicity. The findings are in line with the studies by of (Azid, Yaacob, & Abdullah, 2016), who confirmed that enrichment of activities helps learners to achieve their maximum potential. Forming character and politeness in students' language requires practice, discipline, and is done continuously (Alaba, 2015; McFarlane, 2011; Suyitno, 2019).

4. **Conclusion**

Through the active learning method in moral education, learners are free to explore and learn in a variety of ways, while educators are able to help learners understand and appreciate their strength, identifying real-world activities that will stimulate further learning. Their intellectual needs are met by constantly being challenged and frequently exercising their creativity. At the same time, their emotional needs are met by working closely with others. They develop diverse strengths, and they understand themselves better as individuals. When teachers use instructional strategies that match the intellectual strengths of individual students, they provide greater access to the moral curriculum for those students, helping them to excel in their learning. Offering a variety of activities that enhance different intelligences in moral education also helps students who are weak in certain intelligences by giving them the opportunity to improve themselves in those areas.
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